Welcome to EL Wire “101”!

I hope we will have some fun, working and learning about El-Wire.

I just wanted to let you know about a few things regarding the facility and procedures:

We have access to a small kitchen if you want to bring your lunch. It contains a refrigerator, microwave, toaster-oven, coffee maker, and espresso machine. There is no food service on campus on the weekends.

I will be supplying materials and some tools. You will all receive, 12 feet of wire, a driver to power it, and learn how to solder it and make a working wire that lights! There will be many options that we will talk about. I will have samples of most drivers and sequencers with me to help you design your project.

Some things to keep in mind are:

- El-Wire works best on solid objects that do not flex a lot or on stiffer costumes like hats, boots, leather.... there are exceptions to every rule so bring your ideas, sketches, materials with you and I will talk with you about your idea.
- The Art Tool Room has some equipment available, but if you have your own, feel free to bring them.
- Please bring your projects in which you hope to incorporate Electroluminescent Wire!!
- I buy my wire from Coollight.com and my Drivers and sequencers at Coolneon.com. There are many different wires on the market, do not buy any large amounts until after the workshop. There are many inferior wires out there.

I look forward to a great day learning about El-Wire with you.

-Todd Williams

ktwtodd@gmail.com

My website is: ToddWilliamsDesign.com